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1
Introduction to the Survey of Practice
1.1 Web indicators
The Internet and the World Wide Web play an increasingly important role in today’s
society, and even more so for the research and innovation process. They have effected
many of the day to day activities of researchers e.g., the searching and finding of
information, the way they communicate with colleagues, and the whole scholarly
publishing process. Some of these changes pose problems for the measurement of some
traditional science and technology indicators, e.g., changes in the publication process
may make it more difficult to assess the number and quality of academic articles; but
these changes also offer the opportunity for indicators that were not possible previously.
One of the traditional indicators of research productivity, the number of
published journal articles, has become much more complicated due to recent changes in
scholarly publishing. Journal articles are now published in a variety of new ways, e.g.,
subscription electronic journals, open access electronic journals, personal self
publishing, institutional self publishing; these articles will be of varying quality, with
some being peer reviewed, and some not. Although there has always been the need for
value judgements when quantifying a researcher’s outputs, for example, only counting
those journals which are ISI indexed, the quantity of people involved in the publishing
process makes it much more difficult to assess. The situation is likely to become more
complicated in coming years; organisations that once implemented the publishing of
journal preprints on a individual basis have started implementing organisational wide
institutional repositories, and certain funding is conditional on the results being made
available as free preprints. Establishing web indicators will not negate quality issues,
but will allow outputs that would be missed in traditional indicators to be taken into
account.
Web indicators also have the potential of extending the ways the impact of a
researcher’s work is assessed. Traditional citation studies only take into account the
number of times an article is cited in journals that have been indexed by the citation
database, on the web many different types of citation could be taken into account, e.g.
mentions on web pages and on reading lists. Not all scientific disciplines use scholarly
papers as their main scholarly communication channel, and one of the criticisms that
have been levelled at citation databases in the past is the little attention that is paid to
non-journal works, if the planned mass digitization projects of the major search engines
are successful it would be possible to incorporate them in any assessment of a
researcher’s work. Webometrics also provides the possibility of indicators for subjects
that are not directly linked with any publication effort.
As well as having the possibility of extending the traditional indicators, there are
potentially new indicators that have no traditional equivalent. There are many ways that
a researcher may try to find the information they require: they may directly approach the
web site of a journal, or collection of journals, that are relevant to their area of interest;
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they may utilise an abstracting and indexing service; or use one of the many search
engines that may cater for the general user (e.g. Google, Yahoo, or MSN) or for the
more academic searcher (e.g. Google Scholar or Scirus). Much of the data created by
academics searching for, and looking at, certain information is not available in the
public domain. The information stored on these web servers has the potential to provide
indicators that were not available for the traditional media: emerging areas of interest
before any academic papers are written; the number of times a paper has been looked at,
and under certain circumstances how much time the user looking at a page.
The web also has the potential to provide information on the structure of
communication within the sciences. Not only the formal collaborations, that may be
visible through traditional bibliometrics, but the more subtle informal collaborations.
The web is massive, and huge amounts of data can be produced about it
relatively easily. Whilst there is a lot of potential for some of this data, it is not
necessarily the case that this data will lead to meaningful indicators. Unlike scientific
papers the web pages have little or no quality control. Information scientists who have
an intellectual grounding in information issues, and citation analysis in particular are the
best equipped to cut through the excess noise.

1.2 The contents of this manual
This is a companion volume to Link Analysis: An Information Science Approach, which
presents a best practice for establishing and validating a type of web indicator. Link
analysis is only one type of web indicator, and some feel that it does not fully address
all issues of reliability, reproducibility, and validity. This volume is a Survey of
Practice, designed to compliment the best practice volume; with a survey of the tools
that can currently be used to measure the structure and nature of the web, the aspects
that need to be taken into consideration when establishing web indicators, and some
empirical examples.
This manual contains:
Methodological considerations
Empirical examples
A glossary of terms
An extensive bibliography of current research in the field.
There are three broad stages in quantitative analysis of the web: determining the units of
analysis; collecting the data, and analysing the data. Chapter 2 focuses on determining
the unit of analysis; this is a central feature of the research question and design;
especially with regards to the web because of the general lack of formality with which
most people engage with it. Without clarity of definition the data cannot be collected
reliably. Chapter 3 contains a survey of many of the tools available for the collection
of data about the web: custom crawlers; commercial crawlers; and search engines.
These tools are constantly changing and the features are often commercial secrets; the
survey of these tools demonstrates the range of features available, and their capabilities.
The differences between the different tools may have an important effect on results, so
it is necessary to understand them fully to ensure reliability. Chapter 4 covers the main
aspects that need to be taken into consideration when analysing the data; most
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importantly emphasising that the three sections can not be dealt with separately, rather
that the three stages are interdependent aspects of the overall research design.
As the web is used for a variety of different reasons, intuitions regarding it are
often wrong; therefore empirical examples are included to emphasise the importance of
the methodological considerations. They highlight some of the problems that emerge
with three approaches to establishing web indicators:
Link indicators (chapter 5: link analysis)
Co-link indicators (chapter 6: co-link indicators)
Web visibility of collaboration (chapter 7: small scale, in-depth case studies).
Problems include: the need for the reassessment of methodologies as trends in web
publishing change; and the limitations of current tools.
The last chapter of this volume provides information to facilitate future research.
Terminology plays an important role in the establishment of web indicators. Without a
clear understanding of what a person means by terms such as ‘web site’ and ‘web page’
how are we meant to use these as units of analysis? Chapter 8 provides a definition of
some of the important terms, to aid in the establishment of web indicators and
progression of ideas within the field. Also included at the end of this work is a
comprehensive bibliography of the current research in the field.

1.3 The future of web indicators
With the current sets of tools available link analysis provides a popular practice for
establishing web indicators. However, the range of tools available for the gathering of
information from the web is changing all the time, and as they do, the web indicators
available will also increase. For example, recent addition of search engine APIs allows
the automatic sending of queries to the search engine databases, databases that are larger
than it would be possible for individual researcher or research group to create. It should
also be remembered that as well as the tools available for measuring the web changing,
so does the web itself; it is not just the information that is on it that is changing, so are
the ways the information is presented e.g. dynamic pages. Every new format that
appears requires new methodologies and approaches, and as such research into web
indicators is an ongoing task.
Any current practices in establishing web indicators, including link analysis, will
need to be reassessed in light of future changes on the web. The broad framework of
this survey of practice provides the methodological considerations that need to be taken
into account when establishing future web indicators.
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2
Units of analysis
by Sylvan Katz and Viv Cothey

2.1 Introduction
How ‘big’ is the World Wide Web?
There are two prerequisites for providing a satisfactory answer to this and similar such
reasonable questions. First we must understand the context of the question and what the
questioner means. Is this big in an economic or business sense: how much money is
involved? Is this big in an audience sense: how many people does the World Wide Web
reach? Is this big in some computer storage sense: how much warehouse space might be
taken up by all the information that is available on the World Wide Web? Or is this big
in one of potentially many other senses?
Secondly, given that we have settled on a particular meaning for the question,
say the size of the audience, then we need investigative techniques, that are both valid
and reliable, that allow us to say how big is the World Wide Web's audience. It is clear
in this instance that our investigation should make use of units of analysis such as
households or individual users: counting the number of personal computers that can
access the World Wide Web is not likely to be regarded as valid. Even when a valid unit
of analysis is selected it may not be reliable. For example, as here, counting households
reliably demands very careful definition and specification.
The unit of analysis is thus a central feature of the research question and the
research design. The form of analysis in units of analysis does not have to be
quantitative. The research design may be qualitative or a hybrid of both qualitative and
quantitative.
The explicit need for valid and reliable units of analysis is especially true for
research involving the World Wide Web (or just 'web') because of the general lack of
formality (or precision) with which most of us engage/discuss the web. One measure of
the web's success is the extent to which it has so quickly become embedded in popular
culture. Most of us are neither interested nor care very much about the technical
intricacies that underpin it. And yet few of us are inhibited from using a ‘technospeak’
that refers to the web: “visit our web site at www.somewhere.com", “logon to
www.somewhere-else.biz" etcetera.
In this chapter we survey how units of analysis for investigating research
questions about the web are designed and constructed. In particular we consider units of
analyses that may be relevant in the context of policy.
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2.2 Models of the web
The web is an evolving complex network of distributed hypertext.
That the web comprises hypertext gives it its most important characteristic. In contrast
to the linear form of text the reader is not obliged to traverse the text sequentially as
determined by the author. The hypertext form contains textual links that allow the
reader to traverse the text in any sequence. Earlier instances of hypertexts shared the
computer that supported the user's particular traversal of the text. Thus the hypertext
was closed in that it was intrinsically bounded. The web is a distributed hypertext
because the textual links can link to another computer. This property also makes the
web an open hypertext.
The web is a network. That is, it comprises an ensemble of connected entities
which can be realised as an instance of distributed hypertext. This network is complex
because its statistical properties cannot be explained by classically random processes. In
consequence the web possesses emergent or self-organising properties. Lastly, the web
is an evolving network in contrast to being static since the number of connected entities
is increasing. The evolutionary property of the web invites enquiry of the generative
processes involved. This evolving complex network of distributed hypertext can be
modelled or thought about in a range of ways from the extremely abstract to the entirely
concrete. The uniform resource locator (URL) is central to any discussion or
description of the web. For example the textual links mentioned above make use of a
URL. The URL features in both representations of the web discussed here.

2.3 Abstract representations of the web
In abstract terms the web is most conveniently represented as a mathematical graph, or
more precisely a directed graph or 'digraph' of nodes and arcs. Each node and arc in this
mathematical model represents a web page and hyperlink respectively. Hence
operationalising the model requires only for us to operationalise what we mean by web
pages and hyperlinks. As we will see this is a relatively straightforward process that is
assisted by one of the web's characteristic components, the URL.
The web digraph model supports a web evolution theory that is synthetic. That
is, roughly speaking, as each new node is created it has an arc that links to an existing
node with a certain probability. Such evolutionary models originate with Simon (1955)
and Price (1976). Barabasi and Albert (1999) used the term ‘preferential attachment’.
An analytic theory of Information Process Production (IPP) is also applicable. This also
gives rise to an evolutionary theory for the web.
Neither theoretical approach explains individual behaviour. The goal here is to
explain (and predict) the effect on the web of the collective behaviour of many
individuals. In particular, theory attempts to explain the existence of characteristic
distributions found in the web and the value of their parameters.

2.4 Concrete representations of the web
In concrete terms the web is a collection of human, computer hardware, software and
telecommunications components and infrastructure that participate in web transactions.
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These transactions are constructed and regulated by the hypertext transfer protocol
(HTTP). A minimal concrete model is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Operationalising the web and web transactions in respect of any concrete model
is much affected by mediation by the technology involved. In order to construct a
consistent and reliable representation a particular paradigm, network, server or user
must be chosen. These are fundamental differences that arise and which depend upon
the observational perspective adopted.
In principle a user requests a copy of a web resource by commanding the web
client software to fetch it. The client software makes use of the resource's URL and
HTTP to send an instruction addressed to the appropriate web server as specified by the
URL as being where the resource is located. The network delivers the instruction which
is processed by the web server software. The web server responds by providing a copy
of the requested resource addressed to the client. The network delivers the resource so
that the client software can process it and render it for consumption by the user. Hence
there is a steady flow of (copies of) web resources from servers to clients.

Figure 2.1. Concrete web - user, network and server.

2.5 The uniform resource locator
The URL is centrally important to any investigation of the web. Each URL is an address
that points to where a particular web resource can be found. It is thus not the resource
per se, but can be thought of as a label for the resource. Canonically it consists of
several components but two of these are key. These are the so-called host (and port) part
and the path (and file name) part as shown in Figure 2.2.
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The host part is used by the Domain Name Servers (DNS), which forms part of
the network in Figure 2.1 to describe in a human readable form the electronic Internet
address of the web server. It is thus more accurately the domain name of the server. The
server's address is concluded by the port number. For HTTP the default port number is
80. Because this is implied it is usually not stated (except of course when it differs from
80). The host and port part must be terminated by a '/'. Software will usually insert this
if it is missing.
The DNS is not case sensitive. Hence <sussex.ac.uk> and <Sussex.ac.uk> are
seen as identical by the DNS which regards all domain names as being in lower case
when resolving domain names to their corresponding electronic Internet address. The
DNS can be set so as to resolve different domain names to the same Internet address,
which is then shared. In this way another domain name such as <www.sussex.ac.uk>
can share the same Internet address as <sussex.ac.uk>.

Figure 2.2. Uniform resource locator components.
It may be that many domains and their associated (default) servers all share a single
Internet address. In addition several servers each having their own port may share a
single domain name and therefore share a single Internet address even though each
server will be serving clients from its own particular collection of web resources.
The host and port component of the URL thus defines the web server where the
resource is located. The path and file component of the URL defines for the web server
which particular resource is being referred to. The path tells the web server where to
look for file. The path and file component of the URL is intended to be case sensitive.
For example the path <Users/sylvank> is not equivalent to the path <users/sylvank>.
(Not all web servers honour case).
When regarded as a character string a URL for a particular resource can have
multiple different representations. It is therefore necessary, for example when counting
different URLs, to standardise how a URL is represented as a character string. This is
the canonical form of the URL.
Although a URL locates or labels a web resource by fully specifying the file
name of the principal resource so that a web server can locate it, the web client can also
make use of the content of the file provided to obtain copies of the online or subsidiary
resources such as image files that are also specified. These may be located at other web
servers. The notion of a web page can correspond to this collection of resources or files
delivered to the web client and which the client renders and presents to the user for
consumption.
Alternatively the term web page can mean just the principal resource labelled by
the URL. This counter intuitive usage facilitates operationalising the abstract web page
digraph. Each node in the digraph is the principal resource described here. Since this is
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a single file (although possibly created dynamically) then the node entails attributes
such as size, age and author. The URLs in the web page (principal resource) that point
to non-online resources provide the hyperlink structure that is represented by the
digraph's arcs.

2.6 Network, server and user paradigms
The terminology used to discuss the web is generally vague and imprecise. The elite
engineers who do have a precise understanding do not engage in general discussion. In
consequence misconceptions are rife and historically these have led to fallacious
conclusions. For example hits as measured by the web server and recorded in the server
log were used to indicate popularity or worse still the volume of users.
We show here some examples of how the concrete web mediates units of
analyses and affects their validity. In consequence, particularly when aggregating or
comparing units of analyses it is desirable that there is a consistent use of the
paradigms. Additionally the reliability of units of analyses may be affected when using
multiple paradigms. We focus on two mediating processes, the DNS and caching.
2.6.1

The network paradigm

Here the web is constructed from the point of view of the network. That is network
traffic from sources to destinations. This may be either a physical network or a logical
network. Users do not appear in this paradigm however entities such as web servers and
client Internet addresses do. Malformed URLs including any URLs without DNS
resolvable domain names are also excluded. Hence the collection of sources and
destinations and their associated web transactions define both structural and usage
characteristics for the web.
Sources and destinations are defined in terms of their Internet addresses as given
by the DNS. In the Internet the DNS does not distinguish between web transactions and
other types of Internet transaction. Hence individual web servers are not distinguished.
Caching is the temporary storing of web resources (files). Both the client and
components within the network exploit caching in order to improve the overall
efficiency of the Internet. In particular caching reduces network delays, traffic, and also
server delays. Because of client caching some user requests can be satisfied from the
cache and thus not every user request entails an HTTP. In consequence when client
caching is effective, user activity is underrepresented by the network activity. Network
caching is also used in order to avoid repetitive requests of the same server from
different clients for the same resource. This means for example that the number of
requests logged by a server under represents the number of such HTTP actually made
by clients.
2.6.2

The server paradigm

The web constructed by reference to the server paradigm is based on the traffic received
from clients. For example server logs may be used as a data source. Necessarily the only
external entities known to the server are the clients possibly augmented by cookies. It is
not possible to know remotely whose hands are on the keyboard.
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The effect of caching is that servers are not aware of all the occasions on which
a URL request from that server has been satisfied.
Web servers are configured to serve default web pages in response to requests
for partial URLs. In addition two or more URLs at the same server may locate
physically the same resource (file).
This together with the mediating effect of the DNS means that, from the servers'
point of view many typographically different URLs can actually locate the identical
resource.
2.6.3

The user paradigm

A user's perception of the web is different to that of either the network or the server.
Users will not be explicitly aware of caching or the DNS. However user's can
distinguish typographic differences in URLs that are not apparent to either the network
or to servers. In addition users are generally unaware of identical resources being
available from completely different URLs.
The notion of a ‘web page’ is user centric. That is, the web page is the particular
ensemble of resources that come together to be rendered as a page by a web browser in
response to a request by the user for a particular URL. Such a web page may comprise
several files that are associated by virtue of the HTML of the requested resource. For
example the page may contain an embedded image. It is not necessary for the image file
to be at the same server as the requested URL.
This challenges any presumption that a ‘web page’ has particular singular
attributes such as, a server, an age, a size etcetera. In consequence the term ‘web page’
is more usually used to mean just the single file or resource located by the URL in
question.

2.7 Units of analysis
These are many and varied depending on the goals of a particular research project. Here
we concentrate on units of analysis where the object of study is the web itself. We thus
do not consider for example issues such as the demographics of web usage other than to
suggest that even in such research there needs to be reliable operationalisation of the
concept ‘web usage’. (Does this include other Internet services such as email, IRC,
etcetera?)
2.7.1

Macro analyses

Macro analyses of the web are analyses where the whole of the web is studied as a
single object. In practice we only sample part of the web but in principle the form of
analyses is the same.
Many units of macro analysis relate to characteristics or features of the web
digraph. For example, the diameter of the graph. Mathematical graph theory provides us
with a growing number of other characteristics. However analysing large (multi-million
node) graphs becomes computationally infeasible. Computational science nevertheless
continues to make inroads into the problems.
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Web page characteristics such as the distribution of indegree provide more
tractable units of analysis. Although still computationally and theoretically challenging
several of these are suggestive of further study within a policy context.
Characteristics or units of analysis that can be considered here include:
Age
Size
Outdegree
File type
Comparative macro analyses is possible when the macro analytic results of different
samples are compared. For example one might compare the diameter of the web with
respect to one innovation system to that of another.
2.7.2

Micro analyses

Micro analyses of the web ignore the whole but focus instead on particular components
within the web. For example interest is now on the characteristics and features of
particular domains or web servers.
Given that the fundamental unit of the web is the web page (meaning just the file
located by a URL) then compound units of analysis such as pages per server or pages
per domain can be constructed. Clearly such units can be constructed almost endlessly
employing a variety of qualifications; hence ‘.pdf’ files per server etcetera. Compound
units such as domains per GDP or servers per capita appear to be obvious candidates for
policy relevance.

2.8 Conclusion
It is now a cliché to say that the web is important in today's society and even more so
for research and innovation practice. However establishing either a theoretical or
empirical grasp of the web remains a challenge.
In order to make progress good empirical data and good theory must be
complemented by soundly based analysis. This will be founded upon a sufficient
technical understanding of both empirical data collection and the theoretical/analytical
issues arising.
In this chapter we have demonstrated some of these issues. We cannot
exhaustively examine every possible unit of analysis. These depend upon the particulars
of each research project. However we do identify a fundamental unit, that of each web
page (i.e. located file) and its role as a node within the web page digraph.
We conclude by stressing the importance of clarity of definition of whatever unit
of analysis is chosen and of ensuring the reliability of how the definition is
operationalised.
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3
Data collection
3.1 Introduction
Information can be gathered about the content and structure of the web in a number of
ways, each of which has advantages and disadvantages depending on aspects such as the
sample size and the unit of analysis. This chapter provides a survey, from a webometric
perspective, of some of the tools currently available for data collection:
Custom crawlers
Commercial and academic crawlers
Search engines
It also discusses the advantages and disadvantages of manual analysis for the validation
of information gathered by automatic tools.

3.2 Custom crawlers
by Viv Cothey
Web crawlers (sometimes called web spiders) provide an automated means to carry out
data collection from the web. The nature of the data that is collected varies. Web
crawlers have become strongly associated with search engines and web information
retrieval. This is because search engines populate their information databases from data
collected by crawling. Burke (2002) provides a good technical but accessible
explanation of how a web crawler is constructed. Patterson (2004) emphasises that the
simple principles belie the practical realities.
Cothey (2004) discusses web crawling and shows diagrammatically the
architecture of a web crawler. The three principal functional components that are of
most concern here are the:
Fetcher
Link extractor
Controller
The operation of the crawler and the nature of the data collected depend on the
interaction of these functional components. For example, content crawling can be
differentiated from link crawling (Cothey, 2004). The terminology used to describe the
crawler functions differs although the underlying architectural model is equivalent; see
for example “An introduction to Heritex” (Mohr, Kimpton, Stack, & Rantovic, 2004).
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Web crawlers are more or less configurable. That is the administrator of the
crawler (the administrator) can define some overall parameters for the crawl within the
operational constraints of the crawler prior to commencing the web crawl. The GNU
wget manual provides excellent documentation in respect of how one might configure a
crawler. However a custom crawler allows whatever level of access is desired to
modify any of the key functional components. This is generally not the case with
crawlers that are just configurable.
The obvious prerequisite for any modification is that the administrator is also
informed as to the specification of the functional components. Unfortunately
specification documentation is usually absent (for any crawler) and in any event is not
to be trusted in the absence of thorough testing. In consequence it is more frequently
the case that the specification is the code.
This distinction implies that custom crawlers must be open source. Also,
unfortunately, crawler administrators need to have some familiarity with the code in
order fully to exploit the potential for customisation. However even if there are no
modifications made, there is the advantage of being informed as to the detail of the data
collection procedure.
Open source crawlers allow the administrator to inspect the source code of the
crawler, and modify (customize) the code to meet the exact needs of the data collection
exercise.
Lists of web user agents or robots associated with the fetcher component can be
obtained from the web. There is no shortage. However there are relatively few open
source crawlers available.
Open source crawlers can be classified according to the programming language
employed and the design intent. Each crawler is assembled from standard or quasistandard smaller software components.
Three programming languages dominate: C/C++, java and Perl. For each of
these languages there are libraries of the smaller software components needed to
construct a crawler. For example, the W3C libwww. These softwares have been
written by experts in the field and have been well tested. In some cases the software
provides the reference case to define how the protocols that support the web should
work.
Each designer of a crawler will have particular design intent. Seven illustrative
examples are given below:
heritix. The heritex crawler (java) is designed to support the endeavours of the
Internet Archive. It is therefore intended to offer ‘archival quality’ web crawling
by remedying the deficiencies in other crawlers that fail to perfectly mirror
collections of web pages.
nutch. The nutch (java) is an open source crawler/search engine. It is designed
to be both a public search engine where the search and retrieval algorithms used
are published and to offer individual users a customisable crawler service.
ht://Dig. This is an older enterprise crawler/search engine (C++).
Harvest/Harvest NG. Harvest (C) is a federated crawler/search engine making
use of information brokers. Harvest NG is a Perl implementation of a
crawler/search engine that is compatible with the original brokered information
retrieval architecture. Neither project is current although the code is still
available.
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blinker. blinker (web link crawler) uniquely here is not associated with
information retrieval and it makes no attempt to index the content of web pages.
Instead it is designed to generate web-page crawl-graphs. Like heritix, the
design/implementation details attempt to remedy the shortcomings found in
other crawlers in particular content crawlers. blinker is written in Perl and is
structured for ease of comprehension of functionality and modification (such as
including content summarisation) rather than for the high performance (equals a
large web-page download rate) of most crawlers. blinker uses LWP the Perl
implementation of libwww.
larbin. This is a high performance web crawler written in C that is capable of
being extended to support a search engine.
GNU wget. Also written in C, wget is a standard utility distributed by GNU that
provides a non-interactive download of files from the web. Functionally it is
therefore similar to larbin. wget is highly configurable and open source. It is
unlikely that anyone would modify the code in practice.
All crawlers should allow the administrator to configure the fetcher component, which
makes the requests for web pages from the web servers that are being crawled. These
parameters will include restrictions such as the maximum server hit rate and the
maximum web pages from any one server. There is a consensus on the etiquette for
how the fetcher should behave with respect to the network and servers. This includes
‘politeness’ and conformance to the informal robots exclusion protocol. It should not
be possible for the administrator to configure the fetcher to misbehave.
The link extractor component is currently the most dynamic aspect of crawler
development. This component is responsible for identifying within the content of web
pages that have been fetched the URLs of the web resources to which the web page
links either explicitly or implicitly. Clearly the more extensive the capability of the
extractor, the more URLs are going to be identified. As an aside, it is equally clear that
data collected using materially different link extractors will not be compatible.
The controller component controls which URLs the fetcher is required to
download. There are several levels of control. Given that the administrator defines the
crawl space within which the crawler is permitted to operate then the controller
implements this constraint. In addition the controller will also filter URLs from being
fetched. The bases for doing this are many and varied. Clearly once again unless these
are known to the administrator then the data collected may not be what is believed or
was intended.
In addition to the opportunity that custom crawlers provide the administrator to
take charge of the data collection procedure, custom crawlers also permit the
administrator to control the output from the crawler.
The primary output from ‘search engine’ crawlers is the search/retrieval
database that is the product from the data collection. Constructing this database may
have involved considerable processing of the web page data collected by the crawler. In
addition any research on the data will require a data extraction step to obtain the data
from the database. Hence access to the data collected is mediated by the database
management system. This may further exacerbate the corrupt nature of the data
collected compared to what the data collection procedure was thought to achieve.
Custom crawlers enable the administrator to control and modify the form of
output generated from the data collection. This facilitates further analysis of the data.
For example the output from blinker described above is not mediated by a database
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management system. It is a web-page crawl-graph in valid XML.
processed by standard XML tools.

This can be

3.3 Evaluation of commercial and academic software for
webometric purposes
by Natalia Arroyo
3.3.1

Introduction

Traditionally, the most frequently used tools in webometrics for extracting quantitative
web data are search engines (Bar-Ilan, 2001), but others, such as commercial and
academic software, have also been used. Some commercial tools (Aguillo, 1998b;
Arroyo, Pareja & Aguillo, 2003) have proved to be a useful method for collecting web
data since they have been employed in several research projects, —the last of them
being EICSTES (European Indicators, Cyberspace and the Science-TechnologyEconomy System). Some academic crawlers have been designed for the same purpose
as well (Thelwall, 2001; Adams & Gilbert, 2003).
The scope and objectives of these tools are different. Search engines have been
designed to search in the web, and the unit of analysis they employ are web pages.
Commercial crawlers have been created by companies for webmasters to manage their
web sites, and they employ web sites or institutional web sites as a unit of analysis, as
well as the academic crawlers analysed in this study, that have been created for
academic purposes in order to investigate the web. The use of commercial and academic
crawlers is much more suitable to work at a microscopic level, because it entails a great
amount of work, while search engines are much more suitable for macroscopic
information. The depth of the crawling of search engines is not precise enough to know
the entire web, but only the part that is visible to them. Commercial and academic
crawlers surf the web until the level indicated by users (that sometimes can be
restricted), so they are much more precise in this sense (Arroyo, 2004).
This section aims to deepen the understanding of the use of commercial and
academic crawlers, evaluating a selection of them to study the possibility of them being
employed to extract web data for webometric purposes in further investigations. It is
important to clarify that the intention is not to compare the software, but to investigate
how they work, their capabilities, and how to interpret the results obtained from them.
3.3.2

The experiment

To achieve this, an experiment has been conducted. Eleven programs have been initially
selected according to their availability. Six of them are web analysis tools developed for
webmasters to control their web sites: Astra SiteManager 2.0 (trial version); COAST
webMaster 6.0 (trial version); Funnel web Profiler 2.0; Site Analyst 2.0; Content
Analyzer 3.0; and webKing 2.0. Two are crawlers developed for academic purposes:
SocSciBot 1.8.88; and webcount. One is a link checker: Xenu’s Link Sleuth 1.2e. One
a log analysis tool: Web Trends 7.0c. The last one a file retrieving tool: Teleport Pro
1.29.1981, that can be used to make copies of web sites to enable offline browsing.
In order to test the software, twenty web sites were extracted from the European
academic web space, trying to represent different types of institution, all EU countries,
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different research areas, and different programming languages employed to build web
sites in order to observe the behaviour of each crawler.
Each program was run against every web site on two dates, firstly on October
22nd, 2003, and secondly seven days later. Just before running the software, on the
same day in order to avoid changes in the web, all web sites were copied to a hard disk
by using Teleport Pro. The aim of this last procedure was to enable running the software
online as well as offline in order to study its behaviour in a known environment.
Therefore, the final outputs are four samples: two of them online and two offline.
Although the options available are very different from one crawler to another
and they have been assumed not to be comparable, attempts have been made to select
the same options wherever possible for the results to be as homogeneous as achievable.
Program options are very important because some of them affect the results obtained,
while many others only refer to secondary aspects of the running of the software or
other utilities.
Supporting this experiment is the concept of the institutional web site,
introduced by Aguillo (1998a), and can be defined as a “web page or a set of them,
hierarchically linked to a home page, identifiable by an URL, and considered as a
documentary unit that might be recognized by its subject, authorship or institutional
representativeness” (Arroyo & Pareja, 2003).
3.3.3

The results

For analysing the results of this experiment the number of internal pages of the web site
will be used as an indicator of the coverage of the results of each software, since other
resources embedded on them can only be retrieved through links in site pages. The
coverage can be defined in this paper as the capability to crawl more or less resources
on the web site analysed
Having a quick look at the data obtained (annex 3.1, at the end of the chapter),
great differences in the same web sites and date from one crawler to another can be
observed. There are mainly two reasons to explain them: program options and hidden
features. Program options are not the same for all the software, as explained before, so
although the most similar options were chosen it is almost impossible to get the same
parameters. The rest of the features of each crawler cannot be controlled by the user and
they are protected by commercial secrets, so it is very difficult to find them out.
The only agreements between crawlers happened when JavaScript or Flash files
were found: none of these programs can access the hyperlinks in them (see the results
for the web sites denoted as 2 and 11 in annex 3.1), so the data are identical, except the
ones obtained from Astra, which counts the sum of resources, not only pages, and
webcount, whose results are always different from the others.
The most similar data was achieved in web sites mainly structured in HTML
(non-dynamic) files and the reason is that crawlers are developed for counting HTML
pages, so there is no problem with them (see web sites 1, 5, 15 and 16).
If results over time are compared, there are not great variations, only those
produced by the instability of the web, so only big and dynamically-built web sites look
unstable.
The greatest differences between crawlers mainly occur when dynamic web
pages are analysed, as can be deduced from the great differences in the results of this
kind of web sites. This is due both to hidden features of the software and the structures
of the web sites analysed. This last one means a part of what has been called the
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invisible Internet, that was defined from a crawler perspective in a previous work as
“the part of the web that commercial and academic crawlers can not see” (Arroyo,
2004).
In order to study how the software works when it is analyzing dynamic web
pages some cases have been examined in detail. The cases selected are web sites
including ASP, PHP and CGI files. For this purpose the hypertextual structure of each
web site, that is drawn in most of the reports excepting those generated by webcount
and COAST webMaster, has been checked.
An important point to take into account is the section where every resource is
included, that is to say how it is classified by the software to be shown in the reports.
Some types of web objects are not classified correctly because the software cannot
recognize its extension, so it is added to other section. This is just what happened when
Site Analyst and Content Analyzer have included PHP pages in the section ‘Other
resources’ because it did not recognised them as if they were web pages. Sometimes this
can be solved changing the option ‘definition of extensions of web pages’, but when the
reason is on hidden features of the software the only solution is to sum the number of
those files to the right section.
The problem called by Cothey (2003) user interaction absent, that means that “it
is not usually possible for a web-crawler to be able to progress beyond the initial web
object which invites a user response since a null response usually generates some form
of default or error reaction from the server”. It has been also identified in web sites 6
and 12, both of them including CGI files with forms. When the form is not completed
an error page is obtained. This is clearly shown in COAST webMaster reports.
Quantitative results are not very different from one crawler to another in the case of web
site number 12, excepting the ones provided by SocSciBot, which adds web pages in
other sub-domains (like www.cst.dk) due to the truncation in the left of the URL
performed by this program.
Hyperlinks to web pages dynamically generated are found on web site number 6,
so crawlers can access them through the links. Funnelweb, SocSciBot, webTrends and
Xenu (with higher results than the others) can crawl this kind of CGI files.
Web sites including ASP or PHP files can be mapped depending on the
capabilities of the software to recognize them, but only if they are linked by any web
page and no interactivity is needed. Therefore, examining carefully the reports
generated it could be observed that the software evaluated can be classified in 3 groups
depending on the coverage of dynamic web sites:
Wide coverage, if dynamic objects can be scanned. Funnelweb,
SocSciBot and Xenu are on this group.
Basic coverage, if only the first or a few pages of dynamic sites can be
fetched.
No coverage, if there are no dynamic web pages analysed by them, like
Teleport Pro in some cases.
Webcount has not been included in any of those groups because it is not transparent
enough to be analysed.
The software performs differently depending on the kind of dynamic web pages
it has to analyse. Only Funnelweb, SocSciBot and Xenu have been able to scan every
type, so they can be considered very appropriate for scanning dynamic web pages.
Other crawlers can only reach medium coverage, just like Microsoft Site Analyst and
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Content Analyzer. And finally, there is a third group of crawlers with high coverage for
some kind of dynamic web pages but medium in other cases, like Astra SiteManager,
COAST webMaster, webKing, webTrends and Teleport Pro.
3.3.4

Software evaluation

Finally, the software will be evaluated taking into account the following criteria. They
are also described in annex 3.2.
Additional utilities like link checking, log files analysis or words
analysis.
Coverage of the results.
Difficulties found in running, like crashing computers or the
impossibility to crawl offline.
Graphical environment of the tools, like maps, cyberbolic views or
graphics.
Limitations like the number of resources that can be retrieved, the
impossibility of measuring some resources, and so on.
Outputs obtained (statistics, reports, maps, graphics, etc).
Interest of the program options offered.
Resources of the computer consumed, like RAM memory, etc.
Transparency, understood as the facility to decipher what are the
resources they crawl.
Both Blueprint and COAST are interesting tools from this point of view and can be very
useful tools for webometric purposes if only a few brief statistics are needed. Quite the
opposite of this is the main goal of webKing, its extensive options make it a very
complete tool.
SocSciBot obtains very good results even in dynamic web sites, through its
simplicity, in a brief space of time.
Xenu is suitable for analysing small or medium-sized web sites while big ones
cause computer crashes. Web Trends often generates program errors, regardless of web
sites’ sizes, so it should be avoided.
Otherwise, if the point of the coverage is not especially important or has been
assumed both Site Analyst and Content Analyzer are very useful crawlers that gather
complete statistics.
3.3.5

Conclusions

Due to the great differences between crawlers, outputs obtained from them are not
comparable because of hidden features protected by commercial secrets, program
options and their own characteristics. Researchers must therefore know, as far as
possible, what they measure and assume that each one offers different options and can
be used for different purposes. These great differences may represent an important
problem for webometrics whenever they are not controlled by the user, so it is really
necessary to face up to this point before using this kind of tools.
A great challenge for commercial and academic software is the measurement of
dynamic web sites. This represents one of the main reasons for differences in the
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results because each crawler treats dynamic web pages in different ways; therefore
pages that may be considered part of the invisible web for one crawler are found by
another. Further investigations should be carried out into this area for a better
understanding of the way these tools work and a better control of their outputs. This is
becoming a more important question since the number of dynamic web pages is
increasing day after day.
The lack of control over the results is perhaps one of the greatest holes in
webometric research today. This must be solved by investigating the way the tools
employed by both search engines and commercial and academic crawlers work to
guarantee the reliability of the data obtained.

3.4 Search engines: Uses and abuses in webometric analysis
by Isidro Aguillo
There are five different phases in the building of a modern commercial search engines.
Each one is different and needs some kind of customisation. This can explain the
relevant characteristics of the engine but also their main shortcomings.
As many of the features of the engines are commercial secrets, the following
comments derive from empirical tests and some fragmentary information. Moreover,
they are constantly changing so their validity is more or less restricted to the final
quarter of 2005, when this analysis took place.
This section looks at largest commercial search engines with independent
databases currently available. The three largest and more powerful are Google, Yahoo
Search and MSN Search, while other less popular contenders with smaller databases
like Teoma/Ask Jeeves, Gigablast and Exalead were also examined.
3.4.1

Crawling

Robots (or web crawlers) attempt to crawl the entire web according to certain criteria,
some depending of the internal program, some influenced by external factors. As a
general rule, all the robots intend to index all the pages they can collect following a
hypertext tree, the links in a starting page. If a page is linked to by another one there is a
higher probability that it will be indexed by the robot. Unfortunately there are a lot of
permanent or temporarily ‘orphaned’ web pages that are not indexed. A very striking
situation occurs in Google, which adds to its database all the linked web pages even
when these are not reachable or not longer available.
When the geographical coverage of the engines is observed, several striking
patterns appear. Some regions appear under-represented in some search engines,
whereas North America and Western Europe looks well covered. The problem is
especially relevant regarding the Far East and Southeast Asia suggesting a topology
problem of the Internet infrastructure there. Language could be also involved in these
observed biases.
The robots only index the sites that are operative when visited. If the machine is
down, has any problem or simply is very busy, the contents are not indexed. Besides,
most of the engines have several net etiquette rules designed so they do not overload the
server. Commercial engines state that they respect the robots.txt exclusion system,
although many webmasters indicate the contrary. Other self-regulatory systems include
a time limit and a depth of indexing limit. If a server gets busy, only a fraction of their
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contents will be indexed. The depth level a robot can crawl is unknown, but sometimes
there are pages in levels lower than ten (subdirectories), so we can assume a fraction of
pages are never reached.
Among the most relevant problems robots face are the design mistakes in the
target pages. Providing a flash movie as the only start point in a home page can be a
serious barrier for a robot. A navigation system with a complex JavaScript, map, or any
other system is also a matter of concern in compiling web pages. Robots are unable to
follow links from these pages so many complete sites are not indexed. This is not
applicable to all the situations as a page could be friendly for one robot and not for
another.
It has been described that there is also a size limit regarding to the volume of
information that is collected from each single page. Yahoo covers about 500 KB for
each page and the Google limit seems to be lower. It is difficult to say, but there are lots
of single pages with text content exceeding those limits.
Deep or invisible web is the term coined to refer to information that can only be
accessed through a gateway. As the contents are not accessible by robots because they
cannot automatically extract the records, such information is said to be invisible to the
search engines. Library catalogues, bibliographic and alphanumeric databases and
document repositories represents a huge number of resources that are not usually
indexed. During recent months some of the engines, especially Google, have been able
to recover and index these records. Preliminary analysis suggests an irregular pattern;
not all the databases are scanned and those included are only partially indexed. From a
quantitative point of view each record in a database is counted as a single page, with
relatively low content. This situation can artificially inflate the size of a domain.
The time between consecutive visits is unknown although the faster engines are
probably situated between 15 and 30 days. Newspapers, news agencies and similar
frequently updated web sites have a different collecting scheme, being visited at least
once each day. The number, composition and distribution of these specially controlled
web sites are unknown.
As a result of the limitations described, the size of the databases of the major
search engines is only a fraction of the total web space. Moreover, overlap between
engines is fairly limited, so it could be desirable to combine these databases. It is
difficult to say, but probably overlap is higher nowadays than previously.
Image databases should be linked to the web crawling processes but it appears
they are updated less frequently than their web counterpart. Probably, image data is
collected only a few times per year given the huge bandwidth resources required.
3.4.2

Indexing

The main database of search engines is textual based, so the indexing of web pages
requires they are available in an HTML or derived format or in other format that can be
easily translated into text format. The number of formats an engine can index has
increased during recent years, although Google clearly covers more types than their
competitors. Tests show that engines identify rich files even without the correct
suffixes, e.g. Adobe Acrobat files not ending in .pdf.
The indexing process also consists of two additional assignments, language and
country of origin. Given the large size of the databases both tasks are done
automatically that means several errors and biases are produced. As high as 20% of the
language tags are probably incorrect, including multilingual pages and pages where the
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language is mistakenly assigned. The national assignment is probably done by
recovering data about the owner of the register of the IP of the server. Obviously there
are a huge number of hosted pages in hired foreign servers worldwide and sometimes
the information provided by the register is not correct.
Most of the search engines have a family filter, an option that can be enabled for
avoiding recovery of information tagged as inadequate. Criteria used for this filtering
are not public and the automatic system that performs the assignation is probably as
faulty as in similar situations. For webometric purposes it is recommended to switch off
these filters.
It is suspected that additional information is collected by search engines that are
not usually available to the users e.g., IP address, file size, server date. In some cases
application programming interfaces (APIs) provided by some search engines are
offering a back door access to this kind of data. Unfortunately webometric data obtained
from these APIs can be different, fewer records are returned than those obtained from
the commercial search interface.
3.4.3

Recovering

The range of search options available in the main search engines is not very large, with
similar approaches and even syntaxes common to all of them (see annex 3.3, at the end
of the chapter). However, the way in which these operators really work is not
transparent for the user and for similar requests the results obtained from several search
engines are strikingly different.
Comparing with standard database management systems the Boolean
capabilities of the search engines are limited. The Boolean AND is implicit when two or
more terms are considered. When an institution has several domains, it can be practical
to use the operator OR. In Google this operator does not work adequately, especially
when three or more are used in the same strategy. Other relevant operators are those
that filter records according to certain criteria. They are called delimiters and several
authors have described inaccuracies when using them. Nevertheless they are extremely
useful for webometric purposes, especially when relative comparisons are intended.
It is relevant to point out that images databases can be also filtered according to
URL-related criteria so it is possible to extract quantitative information in these
databases too.
There is a limit to the length of the request but usually this is high enough to not
represent a problem in webometric analysis. Until recently Google only supported ten
terms per search, but now the limit has climbed to 32 words.
A special option only available in Google is the number range. Separating two
natural integers with two consecutive points the system will search all the numbers
between both limits. Currently it does not working with numbers larger than 10^7.
Taking into account the way the date stamp is collected from web pages, none of
the date related filters can be considered reliable and, at the moment, this kind of
analysis should be discarded for webometric analysis.
A point to be taken into account for the future is the disparity of the units
counted, especially when we are considering the disparate sizes among pages, even
when only text is considered. In the same way all the links are put together even though
we know there is a great diversity of motivations for pointing to another page.
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3.4.4

Ranking

The rank in which the results are presented is not usually interesting from a webometric
point of view as there are a great number of criteria involved and usually their
combination is a commercial secret. The public formula for Google’s PageRank is no
longer applied and the values its toolbar provides (natural numbers from 0 to 10 in a
logarithmic scale) are not very useful for fine analysis.
At least six big factors are considered for sorting results when a search is done:
the number of times the search term appears; the position in which the term appears
along the page; the linking structure (specially the external inlinks) of the page; the local
aspects involved (country and language); the freshness (update frequency) of the page;
and the number of visits to that page intercepted by the engine in a certain period. In
Google the order is different when the language option is chosen, favouring pages
written in that language, and also the results change.
For webometric purposes, the link related algorithm of Google, PageRank, can
be used as a measurement of visibility as it has been discovered that using neutral terms
it is possible to discard extra factors in the ranking. The results obtained are sorted by
their PageRank.
Popularity, the number of visits, can be used indirectly by search engines as the
number of times a certain page has been visited from the results of a search engine
request. This information is clearly collected by most of the engines, including data
about the origin of the request. Unfortunately if this information is really used and to
what degree this is taken into consideration for the ranking of results is mostly
unknown. The only engine that provides absolute and relative values about popularity
is Alexa. Unfortunately this information is provided only for institutional domain level
and for the rest of purposes they use the Google database. As Alexa and A9 are both
properties of Amazon we can expect a new contender in the search engines arena in the
next few years.
3.4.5

Presentation

None of the engines provide a complete list of the results. The limit is usually to list
only the first 1000 pages, but frequently even this figure is not reached.
The low quality of the number the search engines provide about the results of a
strategy is very surprising. When a bibliographic database is queried the result is an
exact stable number that represents the true value requested. However, most of the
search engines round the results, so it is not strange to obtain values ending in ’00 or
‘000. And when low results strategies are analysed, sometimes the number of pages is
far below than the number of results.
The numbers can change even after two consecutive requests, so the same
strategy performed several times during the same day can provide far different numbers.
The unreliability of the results may be related to the retrieval of the results from
different databases. Yahoo provides a number in its first page that is usually slightly
higher than the ones provided in further pages, as if it is narrowing the results to a limit
that represent the exact value. In a few cases numbers are provided for strategies not
correctly built or malfunctioning.From the results pages it is difficult to know if the
grouped results, usually by domain, are counted separately.
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3.5 Conclusion
All methods of data collection have problems with transparency. In the case of
commercial crawlers and search engines this is due to the commercial secrets; whilst
with the custom crawlers it is due to the lack of documentation meaning their true
workings are really only intelligible to the advanced programmer. This means that any
of the tools that are used need to be rigorously tested, as do the results. Only then a
researcher be sure that the data collected, is what they state has been collected, and that
it proves what they state it proves.
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Annex 3.1. Results of crawling with different commercial and academic software.
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Annex 3.2. Evaluation of the commercial and academic software.
Astra

Additional
utilities
Coverage

Scheduler
Only first pages of
dynamic programming

Difficulties

Program errors in
conflictive sites

Graphics

Cyberbolic view

Limitations

Output

Unclear data
Reports including some
statistics (local or
external pages,
resources & dynamic)
and link structure

Options

Similar to other web
analysers

Resources
consumption

Great

Transparency

No

Blueprint

Microsoft

Scheduler
Link checker

Site copy
Link checker
Only some dynamic
objects

Dynamic sites

COAST

FunnelWeb

Scheduler

Traffic statistics
Word analysis
Evaluation of quality
Some dynamic objects

Program errors in
conflictive sites
Cyberbolic view
No graphics

Very good graphics
Only 1000 items per site
Only one window per
Can’t save reports
Great web sites make it
computer
Only one window per
Expires in 15 days
collapses
Expires in 15 days
computer
Reports including
Reports including
Graph view, word
Statistics (Dynamic
statistics (total number of complete statistics
analysis, link structure, a
links, HTML files and
(pages, links, objects and HTML, GIF & JPG
few statistics: items, size,
images) and link
kind of objects) and link images, Flash, internal & links (total, broken and
external files…)
structure
structure
external) & words
Similar to other web
analysers
A big range of options
Files extensions
Similar to other web
Includes files extensions Similar to other web
analysers
analysers
definition
definition

Yes

No graphics

Great (specially RAM)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes
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SocSciBot

WebKing

WebTrends

Link checker

Log analysis
Web site improvement WayBack Machine data
suggestions
extractor
Link checker

Search of keywords

Only HTML

Coverage

Dynamic web sites

Dynamic web sites

Dynamic web sites

Difficulties

Specify URL containing
Statistics extraction

Additional utilities

A lot of program errors

Graphics

Limitations

Output

Options
Resources
consumption

Transparency

WebCount

Unclear

Xenu

Dynamic web sites

Teleport

It collapses generating
big reports

No
No
Only until 10000 links
Sub-domains
are
included
as
internal
resources
LITE mode restrictions

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Only big web sites

Specially disk space

Yes

Yes

Unclear

No

Yes

Yes

Only 50000 files
TXT reports including
HTML reports including a some statistics (internal HTML reports including
TXT reports including
few statistics (HTML & external pages & links; some statistics (internal
site structure, content Complete statistics by file files, links, kind of files, words; images; CGI…) URLs by MIME type) and
size & errors)
site structure
Copy of files
and statistics
extension
and errors found
Similar to other web
analysers
Similar to other web Includes files extensions
Simple options
analysers
definition
Simple options
Simple options
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Annex 3.3. Search engine delimiters.
DELIMITERS
National Domain
Institutional
Domain
Subdomain/Site
Subsite/
Directory
Term in URL
Links to
Domain/Site
Links to Subsite/
Directory
Countries
Languages
File type

WEBOMETRICS OPTIONS (AUGUST 2005)
GOOGLE
MSN SEARCH
YAHOO SEARCH
site:xx
site:xx
site:xx

TEOMA
site:xx
inurl:xx
site:aaa.xx
inurl:aaa.xx

GIGABLAST EXALEAD
NO
site:xx

site:aaa.xx

site:aaa.xx

site:aaa.xx

site:aaa.xx

site:aaa.xx

site:aaa.xx/bb

site:aaa.xx/bb

url:http://aaa.xx/bb

inurl:bb
NO

NO
linkdomain:aaa.xx

inurl:bb
linkdomain:aaa.xx

inurl:aaa.xx/ url:aaa.xx/bb
bb
inurl:bb
suburl:bb
NO
link:aaa.xx

link:aaa.xx/bb

link:aaa.xx/bb

link:http://aaa.xx/bb

NO

link:aaa.xx/bb link:aaa.xx/bb

form (adv)
(200)
form (adv)
(35)
filetype:yyy

loc:XX

form (adv) (24)

NO

NO

NO

language:xx

form (adv) (32)

lang:XX

NO

language:xx

filetype:yyy

originurlextension:yyy

NO ?

type:yyy
filetype:yyy
(filetype:yyy)

site:aaa.xx/bb
NO
link:aaa.xx
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4
Data analysis
by Viv Cothey

4.1 Introduction
The intended unit of analysis will have been determined as described in chapter 2. This
will have informed the web data collection (see chapter 3). In this chapter we now
consider the practice of web data analysis. That is how the detail within the data
analysis phase is operationalised. Web data presents some challenges in this respect
that may not be encountered in other contexts. The interested reader should investigate
also the topic of web data mining.
The particular areas of interdependent practice that are considered here relate to:
Validity: does the data truly represent what is claimed of it?
Scaling: how does practice accommodate the scale-free effects of the power law
relationships that much web data appears to exhibit?
Sampling: all data collection from the web is necessarily a sample. How is this
recognised in practice? How are issues of reliability addressed?
Analytical paradigm: the data analysis will be predicated upon some mental
model of the web and its analytical structures. What impact do these have upon
practice?

4.2 Defining/clarifying the unit of analysis
In the chapter units of analysis we emphasised the need for reliability of
operationalisation and the need for a sufficient technical understanding of the data
collection/analysis issues arising. Consider for example a macro analysis of degree
(inlink and outlink). Then if the link extractor extracts from .pdf and .doc application
files as well as from html text files, should these application files be included in the
analysis? Are multiple arcs going to be simplified to a single arc? Are loops that are
self-links going to be included? Are dead links going to be included? And so on.
Such questions together with their answers serve to define and clarify the unit of
analysis being used. As well as improving reliability this enhances validity by
focussing interest on the precise relationship between the empirical data and the data
analysis. Another example could relate to server response time by determining the
difference in time between the URL request and the server response. This would be
fraught with problems. Not only do the client and server clocks need to be
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synchronised but one would have to consider the effect of proxy servers. It is doubtful
whether a valid study into server response could be undertaken.
The question of data validity is especially relevant in the context of testing
theory. Clearly the data analysis should validly correspond to the conditions anticipated
by the theory. For example if one wishes to test a particular web evolution theory that
presumes a simplified web digraph, that is no loops and no multiple arcs, then the
empirical data should be in this form also. On the other hand if the theory presumes no
simplification then the empirical data should likewise not be simplified.
As commented previously the list of examples here could be endless. In each
case the interdependence between how the data collection is operationalised, how the
unit of analysis is refined and clarified and how the data analysis is operationalised
should be noted. Continual vigilance is needed to ensure validity.

4.3 Scaling (non-linearity)
More and more phenomena or systems are being discovered that exhibit scale-free
properties or that have emergent properties. Scale-free means that no matter how much
we magnify the object, its features remain similar. An emergent property (of a system)
is a stable characteristic that describes the whole system even though the components
comprising the system are all independent.
A characteristic of these phenomena is that they exhibit counter intuitive
properties such as the small world effect. It is also found that the distribution of
parameters from the system follow power laws and are heavy tailed. In consequence
the occurrence of unlikely or rare events is much greater than would be implied were
the distributions to be classical. An important technical point that flows from this is that
the underlying conditions for the application of much statistical analysis and hypothesis
testing in particular are breached.
Several aspects of the web have been discovered to be scale-free, although
positive identification is problematic. One identification criterion is a power law
distribution. That is, if a parameter is distributed as a power law then the phenomenon
is scale-free. The usual test for a power law is to plot the logarithms of the distribution
and then determine the corresponding straight-line function. The distribution is a power
law if the straight line is an appropriate approximation.
Determining the corresponding straight-line function in respect of power laws is
itself problematic. The usual technique (least squares) is known to be error prone. An
alternative technique exists (maximum likelihood estimation) but is little used. There
are several variants in the detail of how least squares techniques are used. These
include Barabasi’s log-binning (1999), Crovella’s complementary distribution
(Crovella, Taqqu, & Bestavros, 1998), gap removal (Levene, Fenner, Loizou, &
Wheeldon, 2002) and Katz’s histogram methods (Katz & Katz, 2005).
Not only does scaling, that is power law relationships, need to be taken into
account when analysing data collected from the web, scaling may also need to be
considered when interpreting conclusions. This may be particularly relevant in the
context of policy relevant indicators. Typically such indicators attempt to illustrate and
illuminate disparate performance between, for example, innovation systems. These
indicators themselves may be subject to scaling. A scale-free indicator is a way of
accounting for either the cumulative advantage (or success breeds success) or
cumulative disadvantage that may be present.
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4.4 Sampling
It is inevitable that the data collection procedure will represent a sample. Therefore one
needs to question what effect the sampling procedure has on the data collection and on
the data analysis.
The concept of a sampling frame is well known. For web crawling the
equivalent concept is the crawl space. Other data collection techniques should have
their equivalents although in some cases such as commercial search engines little or no
information is available.
There have been attempts to devise random, that is unbiased, sampling
procedures. One such attempt was based on sampling the numerical IP address space
within, say the crawl space. However technical advances in the way that IP addresses
are exploited have vitiated this method.
A popular technique for operationalising sample spaces is by ‘domain’, for
example by country-code top-level domains (ccTLD). File extension and MIME type
are also used although both reliability and validity are in doubt. This is because one of
the guiding engineering principles of the web is for both client and server software to be
conservative in what they provide but liberal in what they accept. In consequence only
the loosest of controls exist; files/resources and even entire servers can masquerade as
whatever they like.
In some cases there may be a robust regime of entitlement to a domain name for
example the .uk academic domain ‘.ac.uk’. However even here the criteria for inclusion
is broad and notable institutions such as the British Library are not included. Many
educational institutions also make use of servers within the ‘.net’ or ‘.org’ domains.
Identifying all the domain names within a domain is no longer possible and in
any event a server may not have a DNS entry and therefore may not be eligible for
inclusion within a sample space.
Hence even operationalising the sampling frame involves bias. Whilst this may
not be serious, it should be recognised and the analyst should be mindful of any adverse
consequences.
The data collection by search engines is biased. Details are not revealed but in
general for example web pages from larger servers are under represented. The bias in
TLD and language is not known but is changing as the search engines’ competition in
global reach intensifies.
In the event that a crawler is used then the design of the sample data collection
from within the crawl space needs to take account of the intended analysis. Polar
opposite procedures are ‘broad’ crawling and ‘deep’ crawling. Since crawling is
expensive in both time and in other ways then any sample has to be a compromise
between extensive sampling from a few servers to less extensive or light sampling from
each server but including many servers. Clearly this prompts the question of how
particular servers should be chosen or how light sampling might be organised.
One cannot and should not be prescriptive. Suffice to say that there should be
an appropriate rationale for the sampling decisions that are made. Reliability in
sampling rests on making these decisions explicit.
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4.5 Analytical paradigm
Given appropriate data collection and sampling procedures in support of relevant units
of analyses then the final step discussed here is the analytical paradigm. Possibly the
fundamental paradigm or mental model of the web is the complex network of hypertext
as represented by the web page digraph. This is only tractable in the case of small crawl
spaces. The notion of clustering, node condensation and simplification can all be
brought to bear in order to transform the digraph to more manageable proportions.
Clearly the validity and utility of such transformations will depend upon the particular
circumstances of the analysis.
A common paradigm is that of the ‘web site’. It is unclear whether this should
refer to a single (user-centric) web page, a collection of web pages within a server or an
entire server. Popular usage seems to favour the collection of web pages within a server
however it is unlikely that this usage can be operationalised. Research into identifying
‘web sites’ continues.
Transforming the web page digraph to a server graph has been proposed
(Bharats, Chang, Henzinger, & Ruhl, 2001) together with varying amounts of
simplification (Thelwall, 2004). Note however that this may well exclude resources
that have dotted decimal IP addresses in place of domain names. A similar issue arises
when a top-level domain analysis is carried out, that is not all nodes in the digraph will
have a DNS entry.
The ccTLD can be used as a proxy for political country in the case of a bycountry analysis. In addition to the DNS issues just noted, the ccTLD is not a valid
indicator of the geographic locality of a server. Contra-wise a country’s web presence
is not validly represented by the collection of servers having a particular domain name.
In particular larger companies may well use the .com domain.
A more reliable indicator of a server’s national affiliation may be obtained from
the geographical IP address assignment. However as an example of the complexities
that arise consider the case of the server <www.heaven.li> that is registered in
Switzerland on behalf of the Liechtenstein country domain administration. The
machine hosting the server is physically sited in California while the administration of
the server is carried out from London. This is not an exceptional instance.
Administrations such as Niue (.nu) and Tuvalu (.tv) have turned the opportunities to
their commercial advantage.
Analyses can be driven by content or by link structure as well as by the URL.
Examples of a content paradigm include mining web data for communities or topics,
that is collections of web pages that have semantic similarities. However as noted
earlier these analyses are computationally intensive and thus can only be applied to
small samples. It should be clear that in order to support such analyses extra care may
needed as regards the data collection and sampling techniques used. For example, using
topological clustering such as identifying graphical cliques requires that all arcs that is
links and nodes have been collected; note the distinction between link-crawling and
content-crawling.

4.6 Conclusion
We have shown that the data analysis phase cannot be considered separately from the
data collection phase. They are interdependent aspects of the overall research design.
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In addition we have shown how a reliable and valid research design necessitates
an appropriate understanding of the web and a thoughtful consideration of the units of
analysis. The abuse of ‘hit rates’ in order to generate the marketing hype that fuelled
the dot-com boom should be a salutary example of how web data can be misused and
misinterpreted.
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5
Empirical Examples: Link analysis
by Mike Thelwall

5.1 Historical background
In the early years of the web, several information scientists recognised the structural
similarity between hyperlinks and citations, noticing that both are inter-document
connections and pointers (Larson, 1996; Rodríguez i Gairín, 1997; Rousseau, 1997).
This underpinned the creation of a new field, webometrics (Almind & Ingwersen,
1997), defined to be the application of quantitative techniques to the web, using
methods drawn from informetrics (Björneborn & Ingwersen, 2004).
The power of the web could first be easily tapped for link analysis when
commercial search engines released interfaces that allowed link searches (Ingwersen,
1998; Rodríguez i Gairín, 1997). For example, from 1997 it was possible with AltaVista
to submit extremely powerful queries, such as for the number of pages in the world that
linked to Swedish pages (Ingwersen, 1998). This meant that with a few hours work
submitting search engine queries, the ‘impact’ of sets of web sites could be compared,
assuming links, like citations, to measure the impact of published information. In
citation analysis, researchers typically need to pay for access to the citation database of
the Institute for Scientific Information, but for link analysis the web ‘database’ is free,
potentially giving it a wider set of users. Using commercial search engines the impact of
many entities were compared, including journals, countries, universities or departments
within a country and library web sites (An & Qiu, 2004; Harter & Ford, 2000;
Ingwersen, 1998; Smith, 1999; Tang & Thelwall, 2005, to appear; Thomas & Willet,
2000). The early studies showed that care was needed to conduct appropriate link
analyses because of many complicating factors such as duplicate web pages and sites,
errors in search engine reporting, incomplete search engine coverage of the web, link
replication within a site, and spurious or trivial reasons for link creation (Bar-Ilan, 2001;
Björneborn & Ingwersen, 2001; Egghe, 2000; Harter & Ford, 2000; Smith, 1999;
Snyder & Rosenbaum, 1999; van Raan, 2001). Nevertheless, link analysis has produced
interesting and useful results and has been adopted by several non-information science
fields, as shown below.
A review of some current types of link analysis is given below, preceded by a
brief methodological discussion and speculation about the range of types of information
that this new informetric technique may be employed to help measure.
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5.2 Data sources
Link data can be obtained from commercial search engines, borrowed from web link
databases or obtained directly with a link crawler.
At the time of writing, Google’s link command could be used to count the
number of pages in Google’s database that contain a hypertext link to any given page.
For example, link:www.wlv.ac.uk/disclaimer.htm reports the number of pages linking
to this URL. AltaVista’s linkdomain: command, in contrast, counts the number of pages
known by AltaVista to link to any page in the specified domain, a more general search.
For example, the results of linkdomain:www.wlv.ac.uk would include all pages linking
to any page in the www.wlv.ac.uk domain, not just to the home page. A researcher can
conduct a relational analysis of the links between a set of web pages (Google) or sites
(AltaVista) by obtaining link counts for all pairs individually from the search engine.
Commercial search engines have problems of coverage (i.e. not crawling some
sites and crawling others incompletely), and so are not optimal for link analysis,
although their use is often unavoidable (Thelwall, 2004). There is a collection of web
link databases online at http://cybermetrics.wlv.ac.uk/database that includes the
university web site link structures of five countries and is free for use by other
researchers, including tools to analyse the results in various ways. A free web crawler is
available at http://linkanalysis.wlv.ac.uk for those who need to gather their own data.
This can crawl sites of up to 5,000 pages, but is not suitable for very large sites.

5.3 Review
5.3.1

Interdepartmental link analysis

Most departmental link analyses have aimed to validate link counts as a measure of
research impact. A common hypothesis is that the number of links to a department
correlates with an established research measure, such as citation counts. Link counts are
often normalised by dividing the number of links to a department by the number of
pages or researchers in the target department, versions of Ingwersen’s (1998) Web
Impact Factor. Typically also, links within a departmental site are excluded, assumed to
be for internal navigational purposes.
Although early results were discouraging (Thomas & Willet, 2000) subsequent
studies have demonstrated a correlation between research measures and link counts,
supporting the use of links to track research (Li, Thelwall, Musgrove, & Wilkinson,
2003; Li, Thelwall, Wilkinson, & Musgrove, 2004a, 2004b). Links should not be used
as a significant part of research assessment in the way that citations sometimes are,
however, because only a small percentage of links reflect research achievements
directly (e.g., links to online articles acting like online citations). Most are more
indirect, such as teaching related or reflecting membership of a shared organisation or
research group (Harries, Wilkinson, Price, Fairclough, & Thelwall, 2004; Wilkinson,
Harries, Thelwall, & Price, 2003).
Departmental link analyses have demonstrated enormous differences in web
publishing. Even aside from natural web users like computer scientists, one study
showed physicists to publish and interlink at least a thousand times more than historians
in the U.S. (Tang & Thelwall, 2003). Li’s (Li et al., 2004a, 2004b) studies of
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disciplinary differences are the most detailed yet, covering similar hard science
disciplines in similar countries (physics, chemistry and biology in Australia, Canada and
the UK). She found that even similar disciplines used the web in very different ways,
such as the extent to which they interlink. One logical explanation is differing national
portfolios of sub-specialisms within each subject: for example the balance of organic
and inorganic chemistry. This finding is also consistent with some theories from social
informatics (Kling & McKim, 2000) which claim that the use of communication
technology does not lead to easy universal patterns: small-scale practical needs can
determine the way in which technologies are adopted and adapted. Perhaps more
surprising are Li’s international differences within the same subject, for instance
Biology links in Australia were significantly less international (60%) than those of the
UK (74%) and Canada (80%). From a functionalist perspective, and given the
international nature of science, broad similarities in web use might be expected.
Nevertheless the differences support organisational sociologies of science that
emphasise the importance of multiple social factors on the practice of science (Fuchs,
1992). From a practical, informetric perspective the lesson is that link counts are
perhaps most valuable for identifying unexpected differences and since link pages can
be traced, identifying their cause. Thus, link analysis seems a natural partner to
sociologies of science, as is citation analysis (e.g. with Merton).
A good example of an interesting application of link analysis is its use in
conjunction with other sources of information about connections between researchers,
such as European collaborative project membership, to investigate patterns of
collaboration in Europe for a specific field (Heimeriks, Hörlesberger, & van den
Besselaar, 2003). This shows that in scientometrics, link analysis can be used in
conjunction with other techniques as part of a multiple method approach.
5.3.2

Social network analysis

A second set of researchers that have identified links as interesting because they are
similar to their normal object of study are the social network analysts (Wasserman &
Faust, 1994). These study groups of individuals or organisations, focussing on the
connections between them. For example, one famous study analysed information flows
in a village by word of mouth, using networks of social acquaintances to explain the
communication patterns found (Rogers & Kincaid, 1981).
The phrase hyperlink network analysis has been coined for the use of social
network analysis (SNA) techniques for networks formed by the links between web
pages (Park, 2003). Research questions from social network analysis tend to focus on
the network properties of sets of web sites, using social network analysis measures.
These measures assess properties such as the centrality of individual nodes (i.e. web
pages or sites) within a network, using metrics such as inlink counts, outlink counts and
the frequency with which a node appears on the shortest chain of links between pairs of
nodes, ‘betweenness centrality’. An illustrative instance of this type of research is
Garrido and Halavais’s (2003) investigation of web sites supporting the Zapatista
Mexican peasant revolutionary movement which found gender politics to play a
surprisingly central role in the web network, second only to official Zapatista
information sites. A criticism of SNA style hyperlink analysis is a tendency in some
research to assume that hyperlinks are always communication devices, whereas in
reality they play a variety of roles (Park & Thelwall, 2003).
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In information science the potential for SNA techniques to assess information
networks has now been recognised (Otte & Rousseau 2002). Björneborn (2004) has
applied SNA metrics to UK academic web sites at the domain level, finding interesting
patterns of cross-disciplinary connections. This is a new area of research that may yield
new insights into information structures and academic communication patterns, perhaps
inspired by sociological and mathematical theories of networks (Granovetter, 1973;
Watts & Strogatz, 1998).
It is interesting that some computer scientists have produced analysis of social
networks using web links (Adamic & Adar, 2003). Their curiosity about social groups
may be related to the computer science need to develop software applications to support
group activities such as online collaboration, and the potential to exploit group
knowledge to improve computer systems (e.g., ‘collaborative filtering’). Social analyses
of the web seem to be a promising research direction for many different scientific fields.
5.3.3

Other social link analysis

Links have been exploited in social science research in a non-informetric context, with
some promising results. The Internet and Elections Project (politicalweb.info) is an
international collaborative attempt to compare web use in political elections across the
world. Hyperlinks are a key part of the analysis. They are used to help identify relevant
sites and the practice of linking is also an object of interest in its own right. A
preliminary study of a US election concluded that link creation was not yet recognised
sufficiently to be put on a formal footing in the sense of developing accepted codes of
practice. Nevertheless, there was some convergence in their use, particularly in terms of
the tendency to link to like-minded sites rather than differing opinions on a topic of
interest (Foot, Schneider, Dougherty, Xenos, & Larsen, 2003).
Link creation has also been of interest in qualitative social science research,
indicating its importance as phenomenon in its own right. Examples include Hine’s
(2000) discussion of the linking practices of web authors contributing to a public debate
and Beaulieu’s (2005, in press) investigation into links targeted at the PubMed Central
medical resources web site. Beauleau found that link creation was surprisingly rare,
even for scientists that had their research papers in the PubMed central site and so could
logically use a link to it in order to make their research more accessible.
5.3.4

The social sciences link analysis methodology

The following has been proposed as a generic framework for link analysis in social
sciences research (Thelwall, 2004, p.3)
Formulate an appropriate research question, taking into account existing
knowledge of web structure.
Conduct a pilot study.
Identify web pages or sites that are appropriate to address a research
question.
Collect link data from a commercial search engine or a personal crawler,
taking appropriate safeguards to ensure that the results obtained are
accurate.
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Apply data cleansing techniques to the links, if possible, and select an
appropriate counting method.
Partially validate the link count results through correlation tests.
Partially validate the interpretation of the results through a link
classification exercise.
Report results with an interpretation consistent with link classification
exercise, including either a detailed description of the classification or
exemplars to illustrate the categories.
Report the limitations of the study and parameters used in data collection
and processing (stages 3 to 5).
This framework echoes many of the points made above, but notice that there is a
preliminary stage with a pilot study. This is important because the variety of uses made
of the web (Burnett & Marshall, 2002) means that our intuitions about what web links
ought to be used for in a particular context can be wrong. The pilot study allows a
research problem that will not yield an informative link analysis to be aborted before
too much effort has been given to it. Perhaps the most important message of the
framework, however, is the centrality of link type classification studies for results
interpretation. If we have no idea why links are created then we can only make the most
abstract inferences from link counts.

5.4 Future directions for link analysis
Within information science there are several promising future research directions at the
moment. The first three are discussed briefly, and the fourth, blog link analysis is
described in more detail.
Investigations into why links are created, particularly in academic contexts.
Although there have been a few such studies already (Bar-Ilan, 2004b, 2004c; Harries et
al., 2004; Wilkinson et al., 2003), the findings have emphasized the variety of link
creation motivations used. This variety makes link classification studies difficult, but it
would be interesting to know more about differences in link creation motivations.
Time series analyses. One problem endemic to web link analyses is that the web
is continuously evolving and hence any web study may be out of date by the time it is
published in the academic literature. Hence it is very important to know how all types of
web link analysis results vary over time. A low rate of variation would lengthen the
‘shelf-life’ of webometric results.
Applying social network analysis measures to information collections.
Following Björneborn (2004), this is a type of research that needs to be applied to web
information in order to fully assess its value and give new insights into the structure of
information and online groupings such as invisible colleges of academics (Caldas,
2003). One issue that will need to be resolved – perhaps differently in every study – is
the fact that link creation is not endemic: the lack of a link between two web sites or
pages does not imply that they are unrelated.
Supporting wider social sciences research. Since the web is not exclusively an
academic space, it can be used in wider social science research both as an object in its
own right (e.g. to study online communities) and as an easily accessible source of
information about offline phenomena that happen to be reflected in the web.
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5.5 Blog link analyses
Web logs (blogs) are online diaries maintained by millions of web users (BBC, 2005;
Nardi, Schiano, Gumbrecht, & Swartz, 2004). Their main attraction is their ease of use.
An inexperienced web user can create and maintain an attractive blog without the need
to know any of the normal technical details of web publishing. Blogs are enormous
repository of information of varying quality. There are many information-centred blogs,
created by people wishing to provide frequently updated expert information on a given
topic. Such blogs play the role of a specialist newsletter (Bar-Ilan, 2004a). An example
is The Shifted Librarian (www.theshiftedlibrarian.com), which is full of facts related to
libraries. There is extensive linking within and between blogs (Kumar, Novak,
Raghavan, & Tomkins, 2004; Marlow, 2004). Many blogs allow visitors to post
comments on a blog entry, and it is also easy for one blogger to post a follow-up
comment on their own blog, linking to the original via its ‘permanent URL’. Another
link feature is the ‘blogroll’ list of links to other similar or recommended blogs. Since
link creation is so easy and natural within blogspace, it seems a particularly promising
medium for link analysis. In fact link counts are already used to compile a daily list of
the top 100 ‘most popular’ blogs (www.blogstreet.com/top100.html). It seems likely
that link counts could also be used in ways analogous to citation analysis because blog
links can connect individual posts ‘documents’ and bloggers (‘authors’) create many
posts. There are also differences: the lack of quality control over blog posts; the fact
that, unlike scientific publications, they are probably rarely central to their author’s job;
and the lack of the natural topic organisation that journals give articles. Nevertheless,
the following seem to be likely applications of blog link counts.
Lists of the most popular blogs (by analogy with most highly cited
authors).
Lists of the most popular individual blog posts (most highly cited
articles).
Relational analysis/network diagrams of the links between blogs (author
cocitation/citation graphs).
Relational analysis/network diagrams of the links between individual
blog posts (article citation diagrams).
Apart from deciding what is possible for future blog link analyses it is important to
discuss what is likely to be useful and how link analysis can best be exploited. Clearly
there is no pressing need for evaluational blog link analysis with the same importance as
the need to use citations to evaluate scientists’ productivity: it might be useful but will
not significantly help to direct billions of euros of government research funding. It
seems that the key findings will be most useful for social sciences research by providing
information about the phenomenon of blogging, and by providing data about the spread
of individual topics (e.g. presidential debate topics could be of interest to political
scientists) or, more generally, to analyse information diffusion in blogspace by finding
spreading patterns that are common across many topics (Gill, 2004; Gruhl, Guha,
Liben-Nowell, & Tomkins, 2004). Topic-centred blog link analysis will probably need
to employ some kind of text analysis to identify topic-relevant blogs or blog posts, and
will probably need to be semi-automated with a program used to gather and filter blog
data.
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5.6 Case study: The Shifted Librarian
The Shifted Librarian Blog is heavily linked to: according to Google, on 21 January
2005, there were at least 148,000 web pages linking to its home page (via the query
link:www.theshiftedlibrarian.com). This includes internal links (i.e. from pages within
the same blog site), but browsing Google’s results pages did not reveal too many of
these, so it is clearly a highly linked-to site. This was crosschecked with AltaVista,
which allows internal links to be suppressed in its results. AltaVista reported 167,000
site
inlinks
(linkdomain:www.theshiftedlibrarian.com
NOT
domain:theshiftedlibrarian.com) to any page on the site. This is an enormous number of
links for a single librarian. Cambridge University’s main web site, in contrast, could
only
manage
98,000
in
AltaVista
(linkdomain:www.cam.ac.uk
NOT
domain:cam.ac.uk). The huge number of links for this librarian is due to the structure of
blogs and the fact that they are database driven, a kind of very light content
management system. This means that links can easily be replicated throughout all pages
on a blob. If the shifted librarian becomes a favourite for a prolific blogger, she may add
a link on her main blogroll, which is automatically replicated throughout the site,
perhaps creating tens of thousands of links with a single keystroke. Similar phenomena
have been observed away from blogs, such as the automatic replication of links in link
bars that are replicated to all pages of a web site (Thelwall, 2002), but this seems to be
far more common in blogspace. This is a problem for link analysis because link counts
will tend to reflect replication patterns in the source blog rather than the value of the
blogs linked to. The solution may well be the same for an effective link analysis: to
crawl the sites using a special purpose crawler and aggregate links into sites so that if
there is more than one link between a pair of blogs, all links after the first are ignored.

5.7 Conclusion
There is still plenty of scope for more methodological research to explore how best to
use links and the contexts in which they are most useful. This kind of research should be
carried out by information scientists, who have an intellectual grounding in information
issues, and citation analysis in particular.
The main strength of link analysis is that it can be applied in a wide variety of
contexts, not just in its intellectual home of information science, but also more widely in
the social sciences to help address problems that relate to the web or have a reflection in
the web. Blog link analysis seems particularly promising in this regard because of the
likely wide social background of bloggers. A second strength of link analysis is that
both the data and tools to gather it are free and the tools (either search engine searches
or the link crawler) are easy to learn. These two strengths make link analysis a practical
new research tool. It would be logical for information scientists to use link analysis as
part of collaborative research with other social scientists: this is another informationcentred role that we can play (Beaulieu, 2004; Wouters, 2000). The principal weakness
of link analysis is that link creation is an unsystematic phenomenon and partly
dependent upon factors that are not of interest in most research, such as the design
choices of individual web authors. For large-scale research, such decisions tend to even
out, but this does not necessarily happen on a smaller scale. Hence, unless links
themselves are the object of study, they will often need to be used in conjunction with
other data sources (e.g. citations) for triangulation in studies with small web sites.
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6
Empirical Examples: Co-link indicators
by Sylvan Katz

6.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the methods that were used to gather co-link data and to prepare
co-link indicators of 862 natural science and engineering group web sites at 50 major
European universities.
Two documents are considered to be co-linked if the links to them occur in the
same web document. Citation theory says that if a pair of documents is frequently cocited then the contents of the documents are related in some manner. This property was
investigated within the framework of co-linked web documents and then it was used to
build example co-link web indicators. The examples illustrate how co-link indicators
can used to investigate questions such as ‘How frequently are ERA university group
web documents co-linked with web documents on servers in other ERA countries or on
US servers?’ and ‘Are linguistic and cultural biases present in web indicators data like
they are in bibliometric data?’ Google was used to identify source documents that
contained links to university group web sites. A custom web crawler was used to collect
links from source documents and the links from these documents were used to build colink indicators.

6.2 Findings
Indicators were constructed using geographical information about the location of hosts
of the source documents and co-linked documents. These indicators showed that ERA
group web sites were most often linked to by source documents that reside on European
(48%) and US (39%) hosts. They showed that documents in ERA group web sites
tended to be co-linked most frequently with documents residing on European hosts.
ERA university group web sites tended to be most often co-linked with documents on
servers in their own country and the second most frequent co-link are with documents
on servers in the UK or Germany. These findings have the potential of being indicators
of European cohesion and language and cultural biases on the Internet and/or Google.
Interpreting co-link indicators and web indicators can be problematic. Unlike
bibliometric indicators such things as basic units for counting and the limitations of
these units are not well defined for web indicators. Also, unlike scientific publications
there is little, if any, quality control on the content of web pages and the content can
change with time. We are just beginning to understand the usefulness and difficulties of
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creating and interpreting web indicators for innovation systems. The information gained
from this project will help clarify the problems associated with producing and using colink web indicators of science, engineering and innovation research and provide a focus
for future research.
Indicators were used to measure characteristics about the geographical
distribution of hosts on which the source and co-linked documents resided. An
examination of source documents showed that the authors of these documents tended to
link more frequently to documents located on servers in the same country as the source
document server. Documents from European university group web sites tended to be colinked with documents residing on European servers. Depending on the discipline
between 69% and 80% of the co-linked host domains were located on European servers
and between 12% and 21% were located on US servers. An in-depth examination of
European co-linked host patterns showed that a group’s documents tended to be colinked more frequently with documents on servers in their home country. The location
of the second highest co-linked documents was on a UK or Germany server. These data
suggest such things as social networks, culture and language may be influencing the
linking and co-linking patterns. Perhaps this type of web indicator can used to shed
more light on the question of the cohesiveness of the ERA.

6.3 Conclusions
The web is huge. It is growing at an astounding rate. It is also very noisy. Unlike
scientific papers, web pages have little or no quality control. This fact alone makes it
difficult or impossible to construct web indicators that are directly comparable to
bibliometric indicators. Perhaps the best we can hope for is to look for correlations
between web and bibliometric indicators. However, few people would dispute the fact
that university web sites provide a valuable and significant way to disseminate research
information and attract attention to a research group’s activities. From this perspective it
makes sense to explore how to collect data to build web indicators of this segment of an
innovation system. Interpreting indicators built from such a noisy environment as the
web is problematic and it will take a lot of research to understand what these web
indicators are telling us about the innovation community.
In summary, the field of web indicators research is a very young. It will take a
lot of time and effort to design and test these indicators before we really begin to
understand what can be measured and how to interpret what we are measuring. Many
fundamental issues concerning the construction and interpretation of web indicators
have yet to be resolved. Best practice data collection and analytical techniques are still
evolving.
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7
Empirical Examples: Small scale, in-depth
case studies
by Hildrun Kretschmer

7.1 Introduction
A search for a new method to study the extent to which collaboration structures visible
on the web follow similar rules to collaboration networks measured by bibliometric data
was proposed in Kretschmer and Aguillo (2004). Although at present the interest in web
hyperlink research is increasing (Almind & Ingwersen, 1997; Björneborn & Ingwersen,
2001; Kretschmer & Thelwall, 2004) there also needs to be indicators independent of
hyperlinks: hyperlink structures do not provide more evidence of collaboration than is
shown by traditional bibliometric analyses (Kretschmer & Aguillo, 2004; Kretschmer,
2004; Kretschmer, Kretschmer, & Kretschmer, 2005a); and it is argued that hyperlinks
are not a promising source of quantitative information about gender differences in
communication strategies or online visibility, at least for senior researchers or research
groups (Thelwall, M., F. Barjak & H. Kretschmer, submitted).
In this way a new indicator, Web Visibility of Collaboration, was developed and
tested in pilot studies, i.e., in small samples (Kretschmer & Aguillo, 2004; Kretschmer
& Aguillo, 2005; Kretschmer, Kretschmer, & Kretschmer, 2005a, 2005b). Results of the
pilot studies are shown here in part. However the sample sizes of the pilot studies are
not sufficient enough for the main purpose; although trends can already be seen,
discovery of laws (rules) requires larger samples and a variety of different scientific
disciplines. There are only a few general rules in bibliographic co-authorship networks
available from the literature. Thus, general rules in bibliographic collaboration
structures that are suitable for testing in web networks had to be collected. Along these
lines two approaches are proposed in two other papers (Kretschmer, 2004; Kretschmer
& Kretschmer, 2004) for future testing in the bibliographic and web networks.

7.2 Web visibility indicators of collaboration
According to Vaughan and Shaw (2003) ‘web citations’ refer to web text citations or
mentions of published papers on the web. These authors searched for citations to
articles on the web using the Google search engine. The search strategy was to enter the
article’s title in quotation marks (i.e., phrase search in Google). There are different
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categories of citing items, for example the citation of a publication in the on-line version
of an article or lists of bibliographies for the students or publication lists in own home
page, etc.
Web citations are different from web hyperlinks. The former refers to web text
citations or mentions of published papers on the web, while the latter refers to hypertext
links seen on web pages. There are many studies on web hyperlinks, but very few
studies have examined web citations (Vaughan & Shaw, 2003).
Vaughan and Shaw’s (2003) method of searching for web citations was used
successfully, albeit in a slightly modified form, to measure the visibility of the
collaboration on the web with the following definitions of new web visibility indicators
of collaboration (already presented in Kretschmer& Aguillo, 2004):
The web visibility rate of a multi-authored publication from
bibliographic data (WVP) is measured as a frequency of the different
web sites on which the bibliographic publication is mentioned after
entering the full title of a co-authored publication into Google or into
another search engine.
A multi-authored publication obtained by bibliographic data is visible on
the web if the following is valid: WVP>0.
The web visibility rate of a pair of collaborators (WVC) is equal to the
sum of web visibility rates (ΣWVP), of all of their co-authored
publications.
A pair of collaborators is visible on the web if the following is valid:
WVC>0.
This data was the basis for the social network analysis (SNA) of the coauthorship network from webometric data. The two collaborators are
nodes in the network and there is an edge between them if WVC>0.
Example with a total of 2 publications:
Title of the first publication: Cytometric Analyses in Patients with Systemic
Autoimmune-Diseases.
Co-authors: Dorner T, Odendahl M, Radbruch A
Institutions: - Institut für Medizinische Immunologie, Charité, Berlin,
Germany
-Deutsches Rheuma-Forschungszentrum Berlin, Germany
Entering into Google: "Cytometric Analyses in Patients with Systemic
Autoimmune-Diseases."
Google Hits (on September 15, 2004) - 1 Website:
[PDF] rheu433 389..395
PDF/Adobe Acrobat
www.springerlink.com/index/82M1LMR0W0F28KKD.pdf
Note: Both the number of the Google hits and the corresponding mentioned
websites can change over time. Thus, the date of the search has to be marked.
Results:
WVP=1
WVC (Dorner T / Odendahl M)=1
WVC (Dorner T / Radbruch A)=1
WVC (Odendahl M / Radbruch A)=1
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WVC (Institut für Medizinische Immunologie, Charité, Berlin,
Germany/Deutsches Rheuma-Forschungszentrum Berlin,
Germany)=1
Let us assume there is a second publication with another title:
Co-authors: Dorner T, Odendahl M
Institutions: Institut für Medizinische Immunologie, Charité, Berlin,Germany
Results:
Google Hits (on September 15, 2004) - 3 websites
WVP=3
WVC (Dorner T, Odendahl M)=3
Results for the two publications in total:
ΣWVP=4
WVC (Dorner T / Odendahl M)=4
WVC (Dorner T / Radbruch A)=1
WVC (Odendahl M / Radbruch A)=1
WVC (Institut für Medizinische Immunologie, Charité, Berlin,
Germany/Deutsches Rheuma-Forschungszentrum Berlin,
Germany)=1
Hyperlinks and web visibility rates are not only different from the point of view of the
content, as mentioned above, but additionally hyperlink structures may be different
from the co-authorship structures based on web visibility rates.

7.3 Possible differences between hyperlink structures and
co-authorship structures visible on the web
Using hyperlinks, the comparison of collaboration patterns online and offline needs an
offline starting point in the form of lists of institution or lists of individual scientists.
The institutions or individual scientists are the nodes (or vertices) of the collaboration
networks offline in the form of co-authorship networks. However, using the new web
visibility indicators, this comparison of collaboration patterns needs an additional
offline starting point in the form of a list of the titles of the co-authored papers. If one
starts with this list of co-authored publications or bibliographies, the web visibility rate
gives an indication for the visibility of this collaboration online. As a consequence there
are some differences between the possible links between the nodes online after using
hyperlinks or web visibility rates.
Although in both methods, using hyperlinks or using web visibility rates, the
institutions or individual scientists (or their web sites respectively) are the nodes of the
collaboration networks on-line, there are some constraints on the existence of edges
online when using web visibility indicators (Example in Figure 7.1):
Hyperlinks (in the form of arcs or edges) can occur between any two web
sites independently from co-authorship relations offline.
However, using the Web Visibility Indicators, only those co-authorship
relations (edges) can become visible on the web which exists in the coauthorship network offline already. Thus, the edges visible on the web
are a subset of the set of edges offline. The maximum number of edges
online is equal to the number of edges offline.
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When using web visibility indicators, the similarity between the
collaboration networks offline and online increases with the number of
visible edges in the web network. This not necessarily the case using the
hyperlinks.
The bibliographic collaboration network of six nodes is presented in the upper graph,
right side, of Figure 7.1. The second and the third graphs below, right side, belong to
different web networks after using the web visibility indicators.
An edge exists between two nodes if the related institutions or individual
scientists have published at least one publication in co-authorship. Using the web
visibility indicators of collaboration either this edge is visible in the web network or it
has disappeared. A higher percentage of the bibliographic edges are visible in the
second graph than in the third. Thus, the similarity between the second graph and the
bibliometric graph is higher than between the third and the bibliometric graphs.
A hyperlink network is presented on the left side of Figure 7.1. Although the
number of edges is equal to the number of edges the second graph on the right side, the
similarity to the bibliographic graph is less. However it is possible for the graph of a
hyperlink network to be similar or equal to a bibliographic network.

Figure 7.1. Possible differences between hyperlink structures and co-authorship
structures visible on the web.
Note: The bibliographic collaboration network of six nodes is presented in the
upper graph, right side. The second and the third graphs below, right side, belong to
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different web networks after using the web visibility indicators. A hyperlink network is
presented on the left side beside the second graph using the web visibility indicators.
Similarities between hyperlink structures and bibliographic co-authorship structures can
be based on the same background: collaboration. However similar structures can also be
caused by different reasons. Thus, further background investigations have to be done for
clarification.
Differences between hyperlink structures and bibliographic co-authorship
structures can occur on the basis of the verified hypothesis by Cothey (2004),
mentioned above: that the link structure of the web should show more evidence of
‘collaboration’ than is seen in traditional bibliometric analyses and this is because the
web: can provide evidence of ‘work in progress’; and the normative constraints of peer
review publishing do not apply. However, additional studies of suitable motivation for
the creation of reciprocal hyperlinks have to be done for this explanation (Wilkinson,
Harries, Thelwall, & Price, 2003). Using the web visibility indicators (WVP>0)
increasing similarity between the collaboration networks off-line and on-line means
increasing visibility of the bibliographic co-author networks on the web: Additional
information can be delivered after checking the amount of the WVP per co-authored
paper or the amount of WVC per pair of collaborating institutions, etc.
The disadvantage of web visibility indicators is that the comparison of
collaboration patterns needing an additional off-line starting point in the form of a list of
the titles of the co-authored papers has to be improved after further research. To this
end, the development of a modified method is proposed using the new search engine:
http://scholar.google.com.

7.4 Testing web visibility indicators of collaboration in the
German Society of Immunology
The extent to which collaboration structures visible on the web follow similar rules to
collaboration networks measured by bibliometric data was analysed. Expected results
are new indicators for collaboration on the web: strength and structure of collaboration.
The two different kinds of web indicators presented above, i.e., web hyperlinks between
the web sites of institutions or home pages of individual scientists, and web visibility
indicators of collaboration, have to be empirically tested in several studies.
The co-authorship network from bibliometric data (SCI data from 2002) was
compared both with the hyperlink structure between 80 research institutions of the
German Society of Immunology and the co-authorship network from web visibility
rates. Hardly any hyperlink structure could be found between the 80 institutions.
However using the web visibility rates the web network visualised by the map drawn
with Pajek (Figure 7.3) is almost the same as the bibliometric co-authorship network
(Figure 7.2). 50 nodes and 70 edges are presented in the bibliometric graph, 50 nodes
and 63 out of these 70 edges are in the web-graph.
From the SCI data (year 2002), all publications were selected that appeared in
co-authorship between authors affiliated to at least two institutions of the 80 research
institutions of the German Society for Immunology. Thus, it concerns 87 bibliographic
co-authored publications.
There are 50 nodes presented in the graph of the bibliographic network (Figure
7.2), i.e. 50 of the 80 institutions (62.5%) are linked with at least one other institution of
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immunology by co-authorship between the scientists of these institutions. That means,
at least one ‘edge’ (or line in the graph) is adjacent to each of these 50 nodes. The other
30 institutions are not presented in Figure 7.2 because they are singletons without a link
to any of the other institutes in the SCI data, 2002. This situation can change over time.
In general, a pair of institutes can be linked by one or more co-authored papers.
In this way the 87 bibliographic co-authored publications are distributed over the pairs
of institutes.
There are 70 edges adjacent to the 50 nodes in the bibliographic network.
77 co-authored publications (=88.5% of the 87 bibliographic co-authored
publications) became visible at least once in Google. The structure of the network
obtained from the web is similar to the structure of the network obtained from the
bibliographies. The bibliometric network is slightly reduced on the web. There are only
7 missing edges in the web network. In other words there are 63 edges visible on the
web.
Discussion about the central role of special institutions in the collaboration
networks offline and online is presented in another paper (Kretschmer et.al. 2005a).
Beyond the network analysis there are also some additional results using the
web visibility indicators.
As mentioned above, the web visibility rate of a bibliographic co-authored
publication (WVP) is measured by the frequency of the different web sites, on which
this publication is mentioned. The curvilinear distribution of the 87 co-authored
publications with definite WVP is presented in Figure 7.4. Only 11.5% of the 87
bibliographic papers, i.e. 10 co-authored publications with WVP=0, are not visible on
the web. Thus, it can be stated that bibliographic co-authored publications which were
investigated in immunology are visible to a high percentage in the web and that it
follows, therefore, that collaboration between institutions is well reflected on the web.

Figure 7.2. Bibliometric co-authorship networks of 50 institutions in the German
Society for Immunology.
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Figure 7.3. Web co-authorship networks of 50 institutions in the German Society for
Immunology.

Figure 7.4. Distribution of co-authored publications with definite Web Visibility Rates.
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7.5 Conclusion
The results of some empirical pilot studies have suggested that ‘web visibility rates of
collaboration’ can be used as web indicators of collaboration whereas counts of
hyperlinks are not useful in reflecting collaboration structures measured by bibliometric
data. Although trends could be already shown in the small pilot studies, the discovery of
laws (rules) needs studies of larger samples of different scientific disciplines in future.
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8
Terminology and definitions
by Isidro Aguilo

Basic definitions
During the preparation of web indicators terminology is needed for their definition and
description. Some concepts require new coined names and there is a need to review the
concepts of some terms. Basically we adopted the terminology proposed by W3C
(http://www.w3.org/WCA), but extending and adapting names and definitions for our
purposes. The proposed semantics will probably be improved in the future, as a
consensus will be reached.
Domain
Definition: The Internet naming scheme consists of a hierarchical sequence of
names, from the most general to the most specific (right to left), separated by dots.
Technically, each part of a name is a domain, but domain is usually reserved to refer to
the highest-level domains.
Example: It is very difficult to establish a classification of domains, but at least
three types of domains can be recognised: geographical domains that refers to both
countries (fr for France, uk for United Kingdom) or territories of those countries (nc for
New Caledonia, fk for Falkland Islands); USA domains, that consists of those
exclusively American like us, gov and mil but also edu, that involves a limited number
of foreign academic websites); and the general domains like com, net, info or biz, where
the US presence is probably over 50% and the more international org and int (with a
large contribution of the European Commission sub domain eu.int).
Subdomain
Definition: A second level of naming domains used for identifying group of
organisations or activities. Usually they follow the US model, grouping governmental
bodies, academic institutions, commercial organisations or military resources, but there
is no general agreement on their use or nomenclature.
Examples: Not all the domains have been subdivided into subdomains, e.g.
France has not applied this theoretical schema. The situation is futher complicated as
many subdomains represents different kinds of institutions in different countries.
Academic subdomains are usually ac (like in ac.uk) or edu (like in edu.au), although in
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some countries all the education resources are under the same subdomain or both
subdomains being used for universities websites.
Institutional domain
Definition: The organisations and some individuals register a domain name for
their reserved use, so they can be located on the Internet in a distinctive way. Generally
only registered domains are used for counts, although some entities generate virtual
(third level) domains, preserving the institutional name. These virtual sites are not
considered institutional domains.
Examples: There are two and three unit domains like unam.mx (Universidad
Autonoma de Mexico) or cam.ac.uk (University of Cambridge), but virtual domains are
ever built on them: dgbiblio.unam.mx and lib.cam.ac.uk are used for their libraries.
Host
Definition: Unfortunately the term host is used in several different contexts.
Usually it refers a computer connected to the Internet with its own and distinctive
network or IP number. Sometimes it is referred also as a node, as several different
computers can have Internet access from this point. Taking into account some services
uses dynamic IPs and firewalls and proxies acting as nodes it is not correct consider the
number of hosts represents the number of computers connected to the Net, but it is the
best estimation and the one used in practice. Host and site are also used for denoting the
authority part of a web address, i.e., not including any path or directory. Although W3C
uses the term authority, both host and site terms are more commonly applied.
Examples: Your personal computer connected to the Internet with permanent IP
number 161.111.200.88 is a host. If this computer is serving web pages using
webdata.eicstes.org address, then you can refer this authority part of the URL as the
host name.
Resource / web resource
Definition: Data or information that form an identified resource on the web.
Examples: A multimedia file (a movie trailer), a rich file (a pdf document), a
page (a home page), a collection of pages (an electronic journal or a personal “page”),
one site or a series of sites using the same institutional domain are different kinds of
web resources.
Web publisher
Definition: The publisher is the person or organisation with the ultimate
responsibility on the authorship of a web resource. It may be that a webmaster is
invoked as such; unless it is indicated to the contrary the publisher is the institution.
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Web server
Definition: A computer connected to the Internet that provides web pages, using
special programs called server software. It is a physical unit that can host several
different sites or be part of a network serving a big site.
Example: The Alltheweb search engine is only one website, but to maintain the
service a lot of different computers are serving web pages under the common name.
Web site
Definition: A location on the World Wide Web made up of web pages
containing graphics, text, audio, video and other dynamic and/or static materials.
Usually it is hierarchically organised so it can be represented by the address of the home
page. A site has its own distinctive host name, although some sites can be reached using
alternative or alias names (bioinf.well.ox.ac.uk is the same site as
bioinformatics.well.ox.ac.uk).
Institutional web site
Definition: The institutional site can be a web site, if the web publisher has an
autonomous presence using a host name or not, if they are using a web collection
accessed from a directory or other part of the path in the URL address. An institutional
site can be nested or nest another institutional site.
Example: An organisation hosting a group of departments with distinct web
presence and an electronic journal has one central institutional site, several departmental
ones plus another considering the journal.
Sub-site
Definition: A sub-site is a site hosted by a different organisation without
providing distinctive host names. Although some sub-sites could be considered as
institutional web sites due to their content, the maintenance of the hosting service name
in the address can be misleading. Besides, the volatility of these resources is usually
very high, so they are not included in the former category.
Example: All the personal pages in the Geocities server that maintains the
hostname geocities.com.
Web page / host page
Definition: A web page is an HTML (or similar) file containing texts and
specifications about other files (images, multimedia objects) that can be displayed
together as a unit in a browser. Every web page has a unique URL address. Host page is
the main page of a web site, usually invoked by the hostname or under the name
index.html or similar.
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Example: Usually web pages are in HTML format (html or htm), but you can
find secure pages (shtml or shtm) or active pages (asp, php).
Orphaned page
Definition: A page not linked from any other web page.
Depth
Definition: Number of levels in a web site, where level 0 or 1 is indicated by the
home page and then each nested directory add a new level.
Web collection
Definition: A self-contained resource consisting of pages maintained by the
same publisher.
Example: A personal ‘page’.
URL address
Definition: A URL ‘address’ refers to the unique location of either a web site or
a specific file (generally web page), indicating the name and location of the data on the
involved computer. Usually a URL consists of the protocol (e.g., http://), the host name
(e.g., www.ucla.edu), and the path (sometimes invisible or represented only by the slash
(/), or a string of directories).
Object
Definition: Each one of the files or elements that can be invoked from a web
page including the HTML file itself. For counting objects only different ones are taken
into account, so repeated numbers are only used when the different categories are
considered separately.
Examples: The HTML file, links appearing on it, images, audio or other
multimedia resources invoked, the gateways to databases, dynamic pages or other
interactive systems.
Multimedia file
Definition: Although multimedia is usually referred to the integration and
display of different types of text, audio or graphic formats, we reserve the concept to the
narrow group of video and audio files, including large animated graphics, flash or
VRML items.
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Example: Video formats include: avi, mpg or mpeg and QuickTime’s mov or qt;
while sound and music appear as: wav, mov, au, midi or mp3. Flash animations use swf
format.
Rich File
Definition: A file in a non-textual format like Adobe Acrobat (pdf), Postscript
(ps) or MS Word (doc, rtf), Excel (xls) or Powerpoint (ppt), where the special
characteristics of these formats increases its value.
Example: An electronic archive like the Los Alamos’ repository of physics
papers offer the documents in both pdf and ps format.
Link /bad link /deep link
Definition: A hypertext link is a connection from one word, picture, or
information object (including multimedia ones) to another in the same page or to
another page in the same or different site. On the web, selection of the link activates the
navigation towards the linked object. A bad link appears if the connection cannot be
established because the target object is no longer available, because it disappeared,
changed the location or there is a problem on the network or in the server. A deep link is
a link to a page other than home page.
Outlink (External/Internal)
Definition: All the links that appear in a page or web site. The outlinks are
represented by the destination URL of the links. Outlinks can internal (those linking
objects in the same site or domain) or external (offlinks).
Example: All the links to the resources in the Yahoo index and those devoted to
navigate among the different categories are outlinks.
Inlink
Definition: Other pages that link to a page (backlink) or a site from the rest of
the webspace, usually excluding those pages from the same site or institutional domains
(external inlinks). Inlinks are represented by the source URL of the links.
Example: Using Altavista link operator you can discover all the pages that have
a link to a given site or domain. The same operator in Google only refers to a given
page (e.g., home page if a host name is provided).
Anchor
Definition: The highlighted object that executes a link is the anchor.
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Example: Semantic value of textual anchors can be very important for data
mining, although some anchors are simply “Click here”.
Gateway
Definition: A web gateway is point of entrance to another service that requires a
data input by the requester, a search term, password, or choosing an option. This
activity generates an answer from the database behind the gateway, providing the
corresponding information.
Example: The access to the catalogue in a library, a service called OPAC, is
provided through a gateway.
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